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CANONICAL LOGIC PROGRAMS 
JOXAN JAFFAR AND PETER J. STUCKEy*t  
1> Consider the class of programs P where the greatest fixpoint of Tp is equal 
to the complement of the finite failure set of P. Programs in this class 
possess ome important properties which others do not. The main result in 
this paper proves that this class is representative of all programs. Specifi- 
cally, we call the programs in this class canonical and we prove that for any 
program /'1, there exists a semantically equivalent program P 2 which is 
canonical. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The "immediate consequence" function T v for logic programs P is now familiar 
(see e.g. [8]). Using such functions, elegant formal semantics for logic programs have 
been obtained [2, 1, 7, 5]. Particular scrutiny has been given to the least and greatest 
fixpoints of Tp. While the least fixpoint of Tp is intimately related to the success et 
of the program P, a corresponding relationship does not exist between the greatest 
fixpoint of T e and the finite failure set of P. We formaliTe these notions as follows. 
We employ the framework of [4, 5] but consider only pure PROLOG programs. 
The symbols HU(P), HB(P), T e ? a, Tp ~ a, lfp(Tp), gfp(Tp), SS(P), FF(P), 
GFF(P),  P* respectively denote the Herbrand universe and Herbrand base of P, 
T:({ }) and T:(HU(P)), the least and greatest fixpoint of Te, the success and finite 
failure sets of P, the ground finite failure set of P containing those ground atoms all 
of whose ground P-derivations are finitely failed, and finally the (Clark) completion 
of P. The fundamental results of particular interest o us here are as follows: where 
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A is a ground atom, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
A ~ T~,'r ¢o iff 
A ~lfp(Tp) iff 
A ~ SS(P) iff 
P~A iff 
P*~A,  
A q~ T~, J, ~ iff 
A ~ FF(P ) i f f  
P*~A,  
A ¢ T e ~ a for some ordinal a iff 
A ~ gfp(Te) iff 
A EGFF(P) iff 
P* ~rIU(e) ~A. 
Proofs may be obtained from [4, 5]. 
The first collection of results (1) show an equivalence between the least fixpoint, 
the least model, and the successful derivations of a program. For such an equiv- 
alence to hold with respect to the greatest fixpoint, the results (2) and (3) need to be 
unified; in other words, we require that T e ~ ~o be a fixpoint, or equivalently, 
FF(P) --- GFF(P). The class of programs P or primary concern in this paper are just 
those which satisfy this property. We call such programs canonical, and we now 
outline some important properties which only canonical programs possess. 
The foremost property concerns the completeness of the negation-as-failure rule; 
the following was proven in [3]: 
NAF0: 
for all ground atoms A, 
A~FF(P)  iff P*~-~A. 
It is important to note that this result does not imply 
NAF: 
for all ground atoms A, 
A ~FF(P)  iff P*~u<e)  -~A, 
this latter being the corresponding result in the case of a fixed domain of discourse, 
namely HU(P). The first result NAF 0 shows that we can .compute, by finite failure, 
those atoms which are false in all models of P*. However, when we are concerned 
only with the intended omain of discourse, the stronger result NAF is desired. In 
other words, the foremost property about canonical programs is that we can detect, 
by finite failure, precisely when an atom A is false in all tterbrand models of P*. 
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Another property enjoyed only by canonical programs is obtained by restating 
NAF above: for all programs, ground finitely failed derivations are equivalent to 
finitely failed derivations. Whilst FF(P) is recursively enumerable, GFF(P) is, in 
general, not so. In fact, the collection of these sets GFF(P) over all programs P is 
II~-complete [11]. Thus, in general, one cannot expect o construct an algorithm to 
report that an atom is in GFF(P). This problem does not arise for canonical 
programs. In all programs, A has a successful derivation iff A has a successful 
ground derivation. With canonical programs, we have the dual result: A has only 
finite failed derivations ill A has only finitely failed ground derivations. 
The main result of this paper shows that the class of canonical programs is 
representative of the class of all programs. Specifically, we prove that for any 
program P1, there exists a "semantically equivalent" canonical program P2- That is, 
where SS 2 and FF 2 contain those atoms in SS(/'2) and FF(/'2) which involve only 
the alphabet of P1, we prove that SS(P1) = SS 2 and FF(P1) = FF 2. 
2. PREI JMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we shall, unless otherwise specified, use standard concepts 
and notation, e.g. those in [8]. We use the symbols Y. and II to denote finite sets of 
function symbols and predicate symbols respectively. Where V denotes a set of 
variable symbols, the symbols ~(X + V) and ~-(Y) denote respectively the terms and 
the ground terms using the alphabet Y.. An atom is of the form p(tl,  t2,... , t,,), 
n >_ 0, where p ~ 1-[ is m-ary and t~ ~ ~(Y. + V), 1 < i < m. The Herbrand base 
HB(II, Y..) is the set of all ground atoms using the alphabet II and Y.. Interpretations 
I are subsets of HB(II, Y.). We write In, x to denote the subset of an interpretation 
I containing those atoms in I involving only the predicate symbols ~ II and 
function symbols ~ Y.. 
A program P is a finite set of clauses, each being of the form 
A BI, B2,...,B., 
where n > O, and A, Bt,.. . ,  B, are atoms. As usual, A is the head of the clause; the 
remaining atoms form the body of the clause. We write Pq to denote the subset of P 
such that each clause within has a head atom of the form q(tl , . . . ,  tin). Goal clauses 
are of the form 
B1, B2,. . . ,  Bn, 
where n > 0. Where n = 0, we have the empty goal. Substitutions, unifiers, instances, 
most general unifiers (mgus), and successful and finitely failed derivations are defined 
and used here in the usual manner [8]. Where Z denotes a term or an atom, [Z] 
denotes the set of all ground instances of Z. SS(P) and FF(P) respectively denote 
the success and finite-failure sets of P. GFF(P), on the other hand, is the superset 
of FF(P)  containing those atoms all of whose ground derivations are finitely failed 
[5]. Let PI be a program with predicate and function symbols II and X respectively. 
A program /'2 is a extension of P: if SS(Px)_c SS(P2) and FF(/'I)_c FF(P2). A 
program /'2 is a conservative extension of/'1 if SS(P1)--(SS(P2))rL y and FF(P1) = 
(FF(P2))n,x. 
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The function Tp which maps from and into interpretations is defined thus: 
{A: 
there exists a ground instance 
A *--B1,. . . ,B . 
of a clause in P such that for all I < i < n, 
B i ~ I 
As in [1], we define Tp 1' a and T e $ a, where a is a successor or limit ordinal. 
Once again, we say that a program P is canonical if FF(P)---GFF(P), or 
equivalently, if gfp(Te) = Tp ,L ,~. 
The following notational conventions are adopted for notational convenience and 
ease of proofs. Firstly, the symbols N, P, T, SS~ and FF shall, unless otherwise 
stated, stand for the natural numbers, programs, the function T e associated with P, 
SS(P), and FF(P) respectively. We use possibly subscripted symbols a, b, c, n, and 
m to denote numbers. We use possibly subscripted symbols w, x, y, and z to 
denote variables. We use possibly subscripted symbols A, B, C, and D to denote 
atoms. We use possibly subscripted symbols p and q to denote predicate symbols. 
We use possibly subscripted symbols f and g to denote functors. We use possibly 
subscripted Greek symbols to denote ordinals. We use the tilde to denote finite 
sequences of objects uch .as terms, atoms, clauses, etc. Thus, e.g., g = ? may denote 
the finite system of equations {s x = tl, . . . ,  s,,, = t m }. 
We now specify a particular scheme for the definition of (number-theoretic) 
partial recursive functions f [10, Chapter 3]: f is defined by one of (a), (b), or (c) 
below: 
(a) f is a basic function, that is, one of 
{ hxy.x + y, hxy .x -y ,  hxy.xy }. 
Co) f i s  
(i) 
Oi) 
(iv) 
(v) 
defined by one of the following substitution rules: 
f (x l , . . . ,  xi_l, xi+l,.. :, xm, ~) ffi g(x l , . . . ,  xi_x, h(~), x,+x,..., Xm), 
f (xa, . . . ,  Xi-p X~+ X,..., Xm) = g(xl, . .  ., Xi- l ,  O, Xi+ l,. . . ,  Xm), 
f (3 f l , . . .  , Xi , . . .  , X j , . . . ,  Xm) -~- g(X l , . . .  , X j , . . . ,  X i , . . .  , Xm) ,
f(xl,... ,x,,... ,xj_l, 
g(X l , . . . ,  X i , . . . ,  g j -  1, xi, X j+l , . . . ,  Xm), 
f(£, y )= g(Yc), 
where g and h are partial recursive functions. 
f is defined by minimization on total functions g: 
f (~) f f ipy(g( fc ,  y) - -O).  
We finish of this section with a few well-known results. 
Proposition 1 [2]. T is monotonic and continuous over HB(II, ~)  under set inclu- 
sion. 
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Proposition 2. 
(a) SS = T 1' w = lfp(T) [21. 
(b) SS is recursively enumerable. 
Proposition 3. 
(a) FF= T $ to c gfp(T) [7]. 
(b) FF is recursively enumerable. 
Proposition 4 [5]. GFF= gfp(T) = T S a for some ordinal a. 
. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The first part of this section serves to obtain from an arbitrary program P 
a homomorphic image P': there exist recursive functions f :  1-(~)~ z(Y') and 
g: YI ~ I I '  such that both the following conditions hold: 
(H1) p(tt , . . . ,  tm)~ SS( P) iff g(p)( f ( t l ) , . . . ,  f ( tm))~ SS(P'), 
(H2) p(t l , . . . ,  tin) ~ FF(P) iff g(p)( f ( t l ) , . . . ,  f(tm) ~ FF(P')  
for all pair of elements (t i, f(ti)), 1 < i < m. Intuitively, g is a remaining mecha- 
nism, f is a coding function, and the program P' is a homomorphic mage of P in 
the sense that it respects success and finite failure of P. Let "r({s,0})= 
{0, s(0), s(s(0)),...}. For notational convenience, we use symbols i and si(O) 
interchangeably. 
Coding lemma. Let P have alphabet ~,. There exists a recursive function code: ~'(~..) 
,r({ s,0}) and a homomorphic mage P' of P containing a predicate CODE such 
that: 
(C1) 
(c2) 
(c3) 
(c4) 
code is one-to-one; 
covet ,  n) E SS( P') i f f  n = code(t); 
CODE(t, n) ~ FF(P ' ) / f in  ~ code(t); 
goals of the form CODE(t, n ), where either t or n is ground, have only finite 
P '-derivations. 
PROOF. A schema for a coding program is given in the appendix. Call this program 
PCODE. Properties (C1)-(C4) for ]'CODE are a straighfforwaxd matter of verification. 
What remains now is to argue that augmenting P with PCODE and clauses of the 
form 
p'(nx, . . . ,nm) ~CODE(Xl, nl),...,CODE(Xm, nm), p(x l , . . . ,Xm) ,  (3.1) 
for each m-ary predicate symbol p E P, results in the desired program P'  wherein 
g (p) - -p '  and f=  code. Note that the n,, 1 < i_< m, in (3.1) are variables. 
Let p(t l , . . . ,  tin) ~ SS(P). Since each goal COD~ti, ni), 1 < i < m, su~ re- 
turning ni--code(ti), it follows that p'(n l , . . . ,nm)ESS(P' ) .  For the converse, 
suppose p'(nl , . . . ,  nm) succeeds. Since (3.1) is the only clause containing p', each of 
CODE(X~, ni), 1 < i < m, s ~ ,  returning x i ffi ti, where code(ti) ffi nj. Thus 
p( t t , . . . ,  t,~) succeeds. Finally, let p(t l , . . . ,  tin) ~ FF(P). Now each goal of the form 
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coo~(ti, ni), 1 _< i _< m, succeeds, returning n i = code(ti), 1 _< i < m. Since (3.1) is 
the only clause containing p', we have p'(nl,..., nm) ~ FF(P'). For the converse let 
p'(nl, . . . ,  n,,,) ~ FF(P'), where each ni = code(ti) for some ti, 1 _< i _< m. Since each 
goal of the form CODl~(ti, n;), 1 _< i _< m, succeeds, P(tl , . . . ,  tin) ~ FF(P). [] 
We adopt the notational convention that corresponding to the function g in 
question, the associated capital etter G denotes the predicate symbol in programs 
which define g. The letters a, fl, and ~, always denote mappings of sequences of 
numbers ~ into positive numbers. Let f(~) be a partial recursive function. Let a be 
a total (but not necessarily recursive) mapping from arguments :~ into positive 
numbers. Consider programs P with functors {s,0} so that, as usual, the term s"(0) 
corresponds to the number n. We say that such a program P containing apredicate 
symbol F(~, z) has closure order a for F if 
(F1) F(£, y )~SS iff f(~) =y; 
(F2) F(~, y )~FF  iff f(~) is defined and f(~) ~y; 
(F3) for all :~ and k >_ a(~), 
w)l { z } 
if f (Yc)=z, 
otherwise. 
Note that in (F3), w is a variable and thus, e.g., [F(0, w)] denotes all Herbrand 
atoms with predicate symbol F whose first argument is 0. We say that P is finitely 
closed for F if such an a above exists. The key to the main theorem is the following 
lemmas. 
Lemma on basic functions. I f  f is a basic function, then there exists a program P which 
is finitely closed for the predicate symbol F corresponding tof. 
PROOF. We use, depending on which of the three basic functions f is, the ap- 
propriate subset of the following program. 
PLUS(O, X, X) *- 
PLUS(S(X), y, S(Z)) ~ PLUS(X, y, Z) 
MOdUS(O, x, O) 
uo s( x, O, x) 
MO S(s(x), s(y), z) MON-OS(X, y, z) 
 S(0, x, O) 
TLMES(S(X), y, Z) ~ TIMES(x,y, W), PLUS(W, y, z) 
It is totally straightforward to verify--by using the fact that all ground goals A 
involving the predicate symbols PLUS, MO~qJS, or TIMES never have an infinite 
derivation--that (F1) and (F2) hold. It is also easily verified that, e.g., a(x, y) = xy 
is a closure order a for any of these programs. Thus (F3) holds. Q 
Lemma on substitutions. Let f be defined by substitution on functions g and h, and let 1" 
be a program which is finitely closed for predicate .symbols G and H corresponding to
g and h respectively. Then we can extend P to be also finitely closed for F. 
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PgOOF. We go through the five cases corresponding tothe five substitution rules. In 
each case below, it is clear that the augmented program remains finitely closed for G 
and H. If f is defined as in (b) (i) above, we augment P with 
F( x l , . . . ,  xi_l ,  Xi+ l,. .. , xm, . F ,Z )~ H(.~, xi), G( Yc, z ), 
F(xl,...,x,_t,x,+l,...,x,,,, y , z )~ H(fi,0), H(y, 1). 
We shall see below that the second clause is introduced for technical reasons. 
That (F1) and (F2) hold for F is straightforward byusing the assumption that P 
is finitely closed for H and G; specifically, that (F1) and (F2) hold for H and G in 
P. That (F3) holds for F in the augmented program is proven as follows. Let a and 
fl be the closure orders for G and H in P respectively. Where 2 stands for 
(xl, x2,.. . ,  x,,), let 2 - stand for (xl,..., x,_ 1, xi+l,..., x,,,). For fixed ~ - and ~, 
consider two cases. 
If h(y)  is defined, then for all k > fl(~), T $ k n [H(fi, w)] is a singleton, say 
{H(y, n)}. This allows us to consider only the instances of G(£, z) where £ is 
ground where x i = n. Having now that $ is ground, let c be the maximum of 
a(£) + 1 and fl(fi) + 1. We can easily see that the first of the above two clauses 
gives us 
foraU k>c, TJ, kA[F(Yc-,y,,w)] 
=[{F(~- , .~ ,z )}  if f (~- , ) )=z ,  
[ F(~ - ,  fi, w)] otherwise. 
Note that the second of the above clauses cannot be used in the construction of the 
set T ~ c A [F(~ - ,  .~, z)], since it is impossible that (H(),  0), H(.~, 1)) _ T $ (c - 1). 
We address the second case now, that is, when h(y) is undefined. The proof here 
is somewhat dual to that immediately above. Because (F3) holds for H in P, we 
have that for all k > fl(.~), [H(fi, w)] __c T ,L k. Hence both H()3, 0) and H(~, 1) are 
in [H(.~, w)] c T ~, k, for all k > fl(y). Using the second of the above clauses, we 
have that [F(~ - ,  .~, z)] __c T + k for all k > c = fl(33) + 1. That is, 
for all k>__c, T,Lkn[F(Yc-,y,w)] 
=[  {F(~- , .~ ,z )}  if f (~- ,y )=z ,  
[ F(2, fi, w )] otherwise. 
Choosing ~,(~ - ,  y) = c, where c is obtained from the appropriate one of the cases 
above, we have shown that the augmented program has closure order ~, for F. 
Now consider the second kind of substitution operation; if f is defined by using 
substitution rule (ii), we augment P with 
F(Xl,...,x,_l,x,+l,..., x, ,  z) *-- G(xx,..., x,_l,0, x,+l,... ,x , ,  z). 
Like the case for the substitution rule (i) above, this augmented program can be 
easily shown to satisfy conditions (F1) and (F2) for F. We now show that (F3) also 
holds. For fixed ~ - we have'that all but the last argument of G are ground. Since 
there exists a(xl,..., Xi_l,0, X~+l,..., x,,,) = c - 1 such that (F3) holds for G in P, 
then 
forall k>_c, T,Lkn[F(~_,w)l=[ {F(~-,z)) if f (Yc-)=z,  
[ F(~ - ,  w)] otherwise. 
Thus the augmented program has closure order ~,(~ - ) = c for F. 
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We now consider the remaining three cases wherein f is defined using substitu- 
tion rules (iii), (iv), or (v). In each of these cases the proof is essentially identical to 
that immediately above for rule (ii). We thus simply present he clauses which may 
used to augment P. 
Let f be defined using substitution rule (iii). We then augment P with 
F(X l , . . . ,x i , . . . ,x j , . . . ,xm,  z) ~ G(X l , . . . ,x j , . . . ,x i , . . . ,xm,  z). 
Let f. be defined using substitution rule (iv). We then augment P with 
,xj_l, xj+,,..., xm, z) 
G(xx,..., xi , . . . ,  xj-1, xi, xj+l,..., xm, z) 
Let f be defined using substitution rule (v). We then augment P with 
y, z). n 
Lemma on minimization. Let f be defined by minimization on the total function g, and 
let P be a program which is finitely closed for the predicate symbol G corresponding 
to g. Then we can extend P to be also finitely closed for F. 
PROOF. Let f (~)= #y(g(Yc, y)= 0) for all 2. We augment P with the following 
program segment, of a kind used in [9]: 
F(2,  z) <- G(~,0, y) ,  R~(~,0, y, z), 
Rc(~c, u,s(v), Z) ~ G(~c,s(u), y), Rc(Yc, s(u ), y ,z) ,  
Rc(  Yc, u,O, u ) ~ (3.2) 
Clearly P remain~ finitely closed for G. 
Once again we fix ~ throughout the following argument. We prove (F1) and (F2) 
for F in the augmented program by showing that all ground goals in 
I=  { F(Yc, z): : ly(g($, y) = 0)} 
have only successful or finitely failed P-derivations. It is a simple matter of 
verification that go M F(~, w) ~ I, where ~ is ground and w is a variable, has exactly 
one finite (in fact, succe~ful) P-derivation [9]. Any instance of this goal F(~, w) 
thus cannot have an infinite P-derivation. Thus any goal F(2, z) ~ I has only finite 
P-derivations. Since (F1) clearly holds, (F2) follows. 
We now show that (F3) holds for F in the augmented program. Let P have 
closure order a for G. We now consider firstly the cases ~ such that there exists 
n = lzy(g(Y¢, y)=0) .  Since g is total and (F3) holds for G in P, there exist 
b~ = a(.~,i), for all 0 _< i _< n, such that 
for all k >_ b i, 
T$kn[G(~c, i ,w) ]={G(Yc ,  i ,z,)}, where g(~, i )=z , .  (3.3) 
Let b = max(b 0, b 1, b2,..., b,). The next step involves howing that for all 0 _< i _< n, 
there exists c~ such that 
T J, ciA [R(Yc, i, zi, w)] = { R(Yc, i, zi, n)).  (3.4) 
Firstly observe that T $ j, j >_ 1, has only one ground atom of the form R($, i,0, w), 
namely R(~, i,0, i), for each ~ and i. This follows from the fact that only the third 
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clause in the augmentation above allows such atoms to be in T ~ j. Letting c, = b, 
clearly (3.4) holds for i=n. Since only one atom of the form G(Yc, n,w), i.e 
G(~, n, 0), remains in T ~ cn [cf. (3.3)], we note from the second clause that for each 
z > 1 only one atom of the form R(:~, n - 1, z, w), namely R(02, n - 1, z, n), remains 
in T ,L(c,, + 1). (The third clause above never allows such atoms in T ~ j.) We let 
c,,_ 1 -- c,, + 1, and thus (3.4) holds for i = n - 1. 
We can repeat his argument for 1 < i < n. Since T ~ c i has only one atom of the 
form G(:~, i, w), namely G(~, i, z/), and one atom of the form R(~7, i, z i, w), namely 
R(~, i, z~, n), we have that only one atom of the form R(~, i -  1, z i_ 1, w), namely 
R(:~, i - 1, Z;_x, n), remains in T ~(ci+ 1). Letting ci_ 1 = c;+ 1, we have (3.4) for 
i -1 .  
Now we have (3.4); in particular 
r Con z0,w)] = { z0, n)) ,  
where c o - b + n. Adding to this the fact (3.3) [the only atom of the form G(:~, 0, w) 
in T J, c o is G(~, 0, z0) ] and that the first clause above is the only one containing F, 
we conclude that 
r ~ cn  [F(~,w) l  = { F(~, n)}, 
where c = b + n + 1. It thus follows easily that (F3) holds for F in the augmented 
program, in the case where f (£)  is defined. 
We proceed with the remainder of (F3) by considering those £ where g(£, y) ~ 0 
for all y. We first show that for all k, T$ k contains [R(Yc, wx, w2+ 1,w3) ]. 
Proceeding by induction on k, the base case k = 0 is trivial, whilst for the induction 
step, observe that 
foraU i> l ,  G(~,i, z i )~TJ ,  k 
implies that all atoms R(:~, i - 1, w x + 1, w2) ~ T ~ (k + 1). The proof is completed 
by the simple chain of reasoning: G(Yc, O, zo)~ T J,k and [R(Yg, O, zo, w)]C_ T ~ k, 
for all k > 0. Thus from the first clause above, [F(£, w)] _ T $ k for all k > 0, and 
we are done. [] 
Main lemmtt Let f be a partial recursive function. Then there exists a finitely closed 
program P for the predicate symbol F corresponding to f. 
PRooF. Easy by induction on the complexity of the definition of f and the above 
three lernmas. [] 
We are now in a position to state and prove our main result. 
Theorem. Any program PO has a canonical conservative extension. 
PROOF. We apply the coding lemma first: Let P0'  be a homomorphic image of P0. 
Recall that P0'  contains a subprogram PCODE. For each predicate symbol p in P0, 
let p '  be the corresponding predicate symbol in P0'. Using Propositions 2(b) and 
3(b) we. obtain the (number-theoretic) partial recursive function 
{ i  if P ' ( :~)~SS(P0' )  , 
fp,(x) = if p'(Yc)~FF(PO'), 
otherwise. 
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By the main lemma, there exists a finitely closed program Pv" containing a predicate 
symbol F v, corresponding tofv'" Without loss of generality, we assume that Iv' and 
Pq,, where p' and q' are distinct predicates, have no predicate symbols in common. 
This can be easily achieved by renaming predicate symbols. Let P be the union of 
the programs Iv" for each p' in P0'. We now augment P with the program PCODE 
and the clauses 
p ( .~ ) e-- CODE( X1, n 1 ),. . . ,  CODE( Xm,  17 m ), G'  ( ~, 1 ) ( 3.5) 
over all m-ary predicates p in P0. By a series of verification steps using the fact that 
P0' is a homomorphic image of P0, the definition of re" and the fact that F v, enjoys 
properties (F1) and (F2) in P, we obtain p (~)~ SS(P) iff p (~)~ SS(P0), and 
p(~) ~ FF(P) iff p(~) ~ FF(P0). It thus remains to prove that P is canonical. 
We show that for all predicate symbols q in P, (T ,  t0)q = (T ,  t~ + 1)q. It then 
follows that T ,  to is a fixpoint, and therefore the greatest fixpoint, of T. We 
consider four eases: 
(a) q appears in PCODE, 
(b) q is of the form F v, and corresponds to a partial reeursive function used in 
the definition of fv" for some p' in P0'; 
(c) q appears in P0 [and hence appears only once in P in the form (3.5)]; 
(d) q is of the form R o used in program sediments (3.2). 
Case (a) is a matter just for verification, because all PCODE derivations of ground 
goals are finite. Case (b) can be proved easily using the fact that (F3) holds for such 
q in P (seemain 1emma). The proof for case (e) is very similar to the above proof in 
the lemrna on substitutions in the case of substitution rule (i). All we require here is 
that property (CA) hold for the predicate symbol CODE and property (F3) hold for 
Fv,. Thus (T ~ w)q = (T ~ w + 1)q for q in cases (a), (b), and (c). 
For ease (d), we do not have a guarantee that (F3) holds for q in P. We thus 
pursue the proof directly, and we proceed as follows. Let q be the predicate symbol 
Ro(~, wl, w2,%) appearing in a program segment such as (3.2). Consider firstly 
those 2 such that g(2, y) ¢ 0 for all y ___ 0. We show that 
(r  ~ .)~on [Ro(~, wl, ~2, ~)1 
is equal to 
[Rc(~, w,, w= + 1,w3) ] u [Rs(~,w,0,w)] .  (3.6) 
From the proof of the lemma on minimization, we have already established that 
for all k > 0. That also 
for all k > 0 is trivial from the third clause in (3.2). To see the reverse inclusion, take 
an atom A not in (3.6)--i.e., A is of the form RG(~, y,0, z) where y ~ z--and 
observe that A is not in T ~, 1. 
The slightly more complicated case is for those ~ where g(~, y) = 0 for some y. 
Let Yl, Y2,--- (a possibly infinite number) be all the y such that g(~, y) = 0. We let 
Y0 = 0 and y,, = LUB{ Yl, Y2,--- } for notational convenience below. Thus y,~ = w if 
{ y" g(~, y) = 0} is an infinite set. 
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Consider atoms R6(:~, w 1, w 2, w~) in three subcases of (d): 
(d~) R~(~, w~,0, w3). 
(d:) R¢(~, w~, w 2 + 1, w3), where w I > y~. 
(d3) R¢(Yc, w~,w 2+ 1,w~), where w~ <y,~. 
Note again that the set denoted in subcase (d2) is empty when there are an infinite 
number of yi's. The remainder of the proof is devoted to showing that for each of 
the three cases above, 
r ~ ton [d j - -  [R~(~,Wl,0, Wl)], 
T~,ton[d2]=[R~(Yc,  j, w2+l,w3)],  j>-y~,, 
TJ, ton[d3]=[g~(~, j ,  WE+l,y~)], y~_~<j<y~. 
It will then follow, by a straightforward process of verification, that the above three 
equations continue to hold with to + 1 instead of ,o. 
The proof for subcase (dl) is trivial, since only the third clause allows such atoms 
in T~k for k> 1. 
The set denoted in subcase (d2) is non-empty iff there are a finite number of yi's. 
Assuming this, we first note the obvious fact that 
* 
r to n [d2]_c j ,w:+ 1,w3)], j>_yo. 
For the remainder of the proof, we use the fact that for all ~ such that g(~, y) ~ 0 
for all y, 
which is established in the proof of the lemma on minimization. 
We now show for subcase (d 3) that 
T J, to¢3 [Rc(Y:,wl,w 2+ 1,w3) ] = 0 { IRe(2 , j ,w  2 + 1, Yi)], Yi-1 <-J <Yi }, 
where this union is taken over the (finite or infinite number of) y~'s. We first note 
that for each w 1 < Y,o, there exists i > 1 such that y~_ 1 < wl < Yr In what follows, 
Yi-1, Wl, and y~ are fixed. 
Since (F3)holds for G in P, there exists k such that T J, kn[G(Yc, y,w)]= 
{G(£, y, g(.~, y))} for all y <y~. It follows that T $ k n [G(2, Yi, w)] = {G(2, yi,0)}. 
Now since only one atom of the form Ra(£,y~,O,w), namely Rc(~,yj,  O, yi), 
appears in T ~ k [see the third clause of (3.2)], we note [see the second clause of 
(3.2)] that only one atom of the form Ra(Yc, y~- 1, w 2 + 1, w3) for each w2, namely 
Ra(2, y~- l, w2 + l, y~), is in T , (k  + 1). 
We can use a similar argument for this using j instead of y~, where w 1 < j  < yi- 
That is, we assume that T J,(k +y i - j )  has only one atom of the form G(Yc, j ,w), 
namely G(Yc, j,g(Yc, j)), where g(Yc, j ) ,O ,  and only one atom of the form 
Ra(~, j ,  g(£, j),  w), namely Rc(2, j, g(Yc, j), Yi). We can then show that only one 
atom of the form Ra(~, j -  1,w 2 + 1, w) for each w2, namely Ra(£ , j -  1, w 2 + 1, Yi), 
is in T J,(k + y~- j  + l). 
We thus have the desired result, namely that for each w~ where Y~-I < Wl < Y~ for 
i>__1, 
T ~(k +y , -  w,) n [R~(2,wl, w2 + 1, w3)] = {Rc(Yc, wl, w2 + 1, y,)} 
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In other words, 
T ~, 6o(-I [RG(X,  W1,W2 "b 1,W3) ] = U {IRa(2, j ,  wz + 1, y;)], Yi-1 <J <Y, ), 
where the union is taken over the (finite or infinite number of) y~'s. [] 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have proven that for any program P1, there exists a canonical program P2 
which is a conservative extension of Pv Such programs enjoy the completeness of
the negation-as-failure rule with respect o the intended omain of discourse, and 
their ground finitely failed derivations correspond to their finitely failed derivations. 
The universe of discourse throughout he paper is the Herbrand universe with 
respect o finite alphabets II and Y. Our result, however, can be easily adapted for 
other universes. 
Consider the framework for logic programs "as presented in [4]. There (P, E) 
denotes a logic program with an definite clause equality theory E. The intended 
domain of discourse is then the E-universe, i.e. the set of equivalence classes, given 
by E, over the Herbrand universe. In this paper, since E is the theory for pure 
PROLOG, our P-derivations SS(P), FF(P), and GFF(P) are special cases of 
(P, E)-derivations SS(P, E), GF(P, E), and GFF(P, E). The results in this paper 
can easily be generalized for logic programs with equality (P, E) by simply 
establishing that the sets SS(P, E) and GF(P, E) are recursively enumerable. 
Our results are also applicable to other kinds of logic programming frameworks 
such as PROLOG II. For example, Jatfar and Stuckey [6] present the formal 
semantics of PROLOG II using infinite trees (as opposed to the finite trees of the 
Herbrand universe). The only part of the proof in this paper which requires 
adaptation is the program PCOD~.. More precisely, PCODE is such that CODE(G, n) 
implements a one-to-one function from the goals G of the programs in question into 
}~ such that all goals of the form CODE(G, n), where G or n is ground, have only 
finite PCODE derivations. 
APPENDIX 
We give here a schema for programs PCODE which code t E ~-(Y) into natural 
numbers. The basic idea is to list the elements of Y. in increasing order of arity, and 
assign them numbers 0,1, 2,... accordingly; let #f  denote the number assigned to f. 
The coding for t ~ ~'(Y.) is defined to be 
code(f) = #f ,  where f is a constant; 
code( f ( q , . . . , t ,  ) ) - ( # f , ( code(q) ,  ( . . .  (code(t,_x),code(t,)) • • • ) ) ) ,  
where f is n-ary, 
where (n, m) is the pairing function (n, m) = 2"(2m + 1) - 1. Clearly code(q) 
code(t2) for tl ~ t2, as desired. We can now present our program schema for PC:ODE 
in Figure 1. 
The properties (C1)-(C4) for CODE are easily verified. Property (C1) clearly 
holds. Properties (C2) and (C3) easily follow from the fact that any goal CODE(t, n), 
where t is ground, will only have finite derivations. Half of (C4) has already been 
shown; the rest follows from the fact that any number comes from a unique PAIR. 
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~VlCE(0, 0) ,- 
r~acE(s(N), s (s (R) ) )  ,-- ~vICF.(N, R). 
% PAIR(n, m, r) ~ r= 2"(2m + 1) 
PAIR(S(N), M, R) ('- PAIR(N, M, R1),TWICE(R1, R). 
PAIR(0, M, s(R)) <" TWICE(M, R ). 
% For each constant symbol a we have a clause of the form 
CODF.(a, #a) ,-- 
For each m-ary function symbol f we have a clause of the form 
CODE(f (X1,. . .  , Xm) , C) ~-- 
COD~(Xl, N1),...,COD~.(Xm, Nm), 
PAIR(Nm_ ~, Nm, S(T~_ 1)), 
PAIR(N~, T2, s(T1)), 
PAIR(#f, 7'1, s(C)). /* computes C -- (#f ,  tl) * /  
FIGURE 1. 
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